New covariant actions for both the Green-Schwarz superstrings and the heterotic strings are presented. The construction of these new actions is based on a simple, intuitive, physical picture.
the G-S action also has a local supersymmetry built in. In their action formulation, this local supersymmetry is needed to reduce by half the degrees of freedom of the Majorana-Weyl fermions. Unfortunately, this same local supersymmetry is also the obstacle to a covariant quantization of the superstrings.
It is clear that covariant quantization is most useful to the study of string interactions. Therefore, it will be desirable if one can formulate an alternative Lorentz-covariant action which allows both the covariant and the light-cone quantizations.
In this Letter, the approach taken earlier is used to construct new Lorentz-covariant actions for both the superstrings and the heterotic string. These actions have a very simple intuitive physical picture. Here, only the construction of the actions and the light-cone quantization are presented. Covariant quantization and other properties of this new action formulation are under investigation and will be discussed elsewhere. 8 Let us start with the relativistic string in D dimensions. Here, the standard form9 will be adopted:
where p"v, p=0, 1, . . . , D -1 and n, P, 5=0, 1; here u~= u~(~, a-). q&" is the Minkowski metric, t'"= ( -1, 1, 1, . . . , 1). The constant C is simply C ' = 2mo. '. string so that they can only move along the string. In general, the fields on the string can interact among themselves. In the simple cases that we shall consider here, they are free fields trapped on the string. The string propagation generates a world sheet. At each point on the world sheet, the tangential directions are given by the two tangent vectors t "=8 X . To confine a D-dimensional spin--, fermion on the string, we must project the fermionic motions onto the tangential directions. These projections and similar projections for scalar fields give S"=CJtd'u'i gg.t'(tt. "-e"y~a P, ), S = --C du 4 -ggpB&PB4, Let us now consider the G-S superstring in ten dimensions.
The action is given by (with two fermions, A = 1, 2) S=S)+SF+CD~d u 4 ge -Pt~( -i Ir~y" Bp%'~+i+2y" Bp+2) =S&+2iC)t d u~V -gt (P P+~y~B&%'~+P+P'P2y" Bp@"2),
where 2P™+~= g &+ e~and (y", y") = -2q"'. Here
St and SF are given in Eqs. (1) and (2). Here the fermions are Majorana-Weyl fields:
SX"=i &~y (9a) we find that the action (7) is supersymmetric if 5S = 0; this follows if (~, y"a,~, )y~a.~"=y L"e. +"=0, (1Oa) where B is not summed. Multiplying this by Wz, we see that the four-vectors L~"(where B = 1, 2 and u = 0, 1) are light-cone vectors in Minkowski space; in fact, they are parallel to each other. Although the fermion fields do not interact among themselves, they are moving on the string which is moving, rotating, and vibrating. The distribution and motion of the fields affect the shape of the string, which in turn defines the path of the fields' motion.
In general, this results in a coupled system which is difficult to solve. As we shall see in a moment, the equations of motion become uncoupled and hence can be easily solved if the following covariant terms also exactly vanish:
Lg 0'g = y (8pLg ) g "=0.
(1ob)
We observe that the covariant constraint (1oa) automatically follows from the constraints (lob) to write the Minkowski metric as 7i "=n"' n"' -r"q" -q~r", where q" is the other light-cone vector and the vectors n"', i = 1, 2, . . . , 8, are the eight transverse orthonormal vectors; they are defined so that n q = n r = q =0. %'e also use the relation r y(q y) +q y(r y) = -2r q =2. This means that the set of constraint equations (11) and the constraint equation (12) To be specific, let us consider the equations of motion for the superstring action (7); by variation of g p, we obtain the constraint equation g.p( --, ' a, x~bnx"+i+"t, yh~e") = -e.x~epx"+i+"t. yap+"+i+, tp ye.e".
Varying the action with respect to L"and W&, we get 9 (J -gg P r)px") =0, v' -gP P (8 X) . y Bp+) --0, gP-. P (a.x) y a pe, = 0, (13) (14) (15) where the properties Eqs. (8) and (11) of the fermions are used to simplify the equations of motion of X"and W. Fully covariant quantization is performed by treating Eqs. (11) and (13) as Gupta-Bleuler-type constraints. Alternatively, the system can be quantized with Eq. (12) by treating Eqs. (13) as Gupta-Bleuler-type constraints. Since Eq. (12) is not covariant, this is different from both the covariant and the light-cone quantizations; we shall refer to this approach as the semicovariant quantization.
Reparametrization invariance allows us to pick the orthonormal gauge 4 -gg p = ( -1, 1) . In this gauge, we define X = B, X and X = 8 X The. super-Poincare generators are obtained from the integrals (along the string) of the corresponding conserved currents: P = Ct -2iC (P 'P&y~Bp%'& +P +%'2yi, BP 2), M "=X"P "-X"P "(iC/2)-P+ptpi'+, (y, y, +y "y, }%, -(iC/2)P ptp&%, (y, y""+y""y, )+,,
where 2y""=[y",y"]. Besides the global supersymmetry, the action (7) is also invariant under the following local bosonic symmetry transformation5:
h"L"=I +,y"6"%", .
(20c)
From the constraint equations (13) and the string tion (14), we see that, in general, the factors (X + X') y and the corresponding factors (X + X') 2 are not zero. Therefore, the fermion equations of motion (15) and (16) can be simplified to become a,e, +a.e, =a,e, -a.e, =o. (21) and Becchi-Rouet-Stora -invariant covariant quantization are under investigation and will be discussed elsewhere.
